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Abstract. An evaluation of the evaporation (E) over the North Atlantic Ocean has been
made using recent data; this draws attention to the limitations of the turbulent flux method
of estimating evaporation when applied to climatological data. Precipitation amounts (P) for
a similar area and period are obtained using a recently developed technique. The resulting
P -- E distribution correspondsto the total convergence of water vapor brought about by atmospheric motions. The advective convergence (due to the mean monthly flow pattern) is
subtracted from the total convergence to obtain the effect of the eddy motions on a smaller
scale. The patterns of horizontal convergence due to advective and eddy transports are shown
to differ appreciably from one another.

Introduction. During the last ten years, observationalstudiesof the generalcirculationof
the atmospherehave been largely concentrated
on balancerequirementson a global scale.The
necessityfor fluxesof various quantitiesin the

and the horizontal transport and divergence
brought about by atmosphericmotion with a

in Marseilles, France.

of air close to the surface. u and the mean dew

time scale of about a month.

After evaporation,condensation,and precipitation have been taken into account,water vavertical direction and in the horizontal direcpor is conservedin the atmosphere.Also, both
tion acrosslines of latitude, and the study of the horizontal transport of the water content
the mechanismswhereby these fluxes occur, in cloudsand the changein the precipitablewahave contributed much to the understanding ter content of the atmospherein any given reof flow patterns and their dynamics.An in- gion are relatively small from month to month.
creasein the frequencyof observationsand in Therefore a balance between the horizontal dithe number of reporting stations has led to a vergenceof water vapor and precipitationminus
natural developmentof this line of approach evaporation (P -- E) is a necessaryphenom--an attempt to study the divergence of the enon.The P -- E pattern is therefore the pathorizontalfluxes.In the sameway that horizon- tern of the horizontal divergence of water vatal flux is divided,in generalcirculationstudies, por and is important for defining one part of
into the flux due to the mean flow (advective the energy sourcesfor the maintenance of the
flux) and the eddy flux, so can flux divergence general atmosphericcirculation.
Evaporation and precipitation. Three treatbe similarly and convenientlytreated.
To illustrate this type of study of divergence ments of the evaporation from oceanto atmosfields the parameter chosenas an example is phere on a global scale have been given, by
water vapor, and the work describedhere in- Jacobs[1951 and other papers], Budyko [1955
volves two aspectsof atmosphericturbulence: and other papers], and Privet• [1960]. These
the first concerns small-scale turbulence in the
authorsobtainthe areal distributionof evaporalowest layers of the atmosphere,and the con- tion over the oceansby applyingthe equation
cept of uniform vertical flux in these layers;
E = au(e, -- e3
the secondinvolvesturbulenceon a largerscale,
where E is evaporation, a is a coefficientof
proportionaltry (assumedconstant), u is the
ß Based on a paper presented at the International
scalar mean wind speed, e, is the saturation
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysics sponsored mixing ratio (or vapor pressure) at mean sea
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geosurface temperature, and e. is the saturation
physicsand the International Union of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961, mixing ratio at the mean dew point of a layer
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Fig. 1A. Precipitation minus evaporation (mm), January. Plus signs indicate convergence;
minus signs,divergence.
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Fig. lB. Precipitation minus evaporation (mm), July.
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Fig. 2A. Advective divergenceof water vapor (mm), January.
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Fig. 2B. Eddy divergenceoœwater vapor (ram), $an,uary.Plus signs indicate convergence;
minus signs,divergence.
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Fig. 3.4. Advective divergence of water vapor (mm), July.
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Fig. 3B. Eddy divergenceof water vapor (mm), July.
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for the period 1953 to 1957 were used to obtain mean charts of precipitation minus evapThe useof this equationimpliesthat observa- oration (P -- E) for January and July (Figs.
tions are made in the surface layer in which 1A and B).
turbulent fluxes are independentof height. A
Eddy convergence.Having the total diverfurther assumptionis that a fairly accurate gencepattern in the form of the mean P -- E
distribution of the mean value of evaporation distribution,the relative importanceof the adcan be obtained by using mean values in the vective flow (the mean monthly flow pattern)
equationand establishingthe value of the em- and eddies on a smaller scale can be shown
pirical constantby comparingthe annualvalue by subtractingthe horizontaldivergenceof waof evaporationobtained over a selectedarea ter vapor due to the advective flux from the
with a value obtained by a different method-- P -- E charts. The divergencedue to the adusingenergyconsiderations
appliedto the ocean. vective flux has been computed by Bannon,
Important assumptionsand simplificationsare Matthewman, and Murray [1961]; their Jantherefore involved in this method, particularly uary and July charts for the North Atlantic
as regardsthe distributionof meteorological
pa- (Figs. 2A and 3A) are reproducedabove the
rameters,mean values of which are basedon residual charts showing the divergence of
a nonhomogeneous
set of observationsmade water vapor due to eddiessmaller in scale than
at different heights from the sea surface and the mean monthly flow pattern (Figs. 2B and
with the wind observation usually made some 3B).
30 feet above the dew-point observation.The
The differencebetweenFigures 2A and 2B,
ratio of the values for a obtained by Jacobs, and betweenFigures3A and 3B, is a quantitaBudyko, and Privett respectivelyis 1.0:0.9:0.8. tive assessment
of a fact whichalthoughperhaps
However,this methodis obviouslynot very sat- intuitively assumedhas not been previously
isfactory and has been adopted only because demonstrated,namely that in the generalcircuthere is as yet none to replace it. It would be lation of the atmospherethe patterns of horimuchbetter, for example,to assumea similarity zontal divergencedue to advective and eddy
betweenthe velocity and humidity profilesover transports are completely different. It remains
the sea and so obtain a via the surface drag to be seento what extent the patterns of eddy
coefficient.We would then require a reliable divergenceof the variousenergyforms are simirelation over the open sea betweenthe surface lar, and whether they are related to the underdrag coefficient,wind speed,and stability; this lying geographicalfeaturesor are entirely funcis at present being attempted (see the paper tionsof other aspectsof the flow pattern.
by E. L. Deacon in this symposium).
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